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Introduction: The force-moment sensing of the functional surfaces in robots based on compact capacitive force sensors can 
significantly improve interaction with the environment and humans. Capacitive force sensors provide high measurement accuracy and 
speed, but the electromagnetic interference can affect significantly the signal. When processing signals the influence of external noise 
must be taken into account, which increases the computation time. Purpose: To apply the developed interface circuit for processing 
signals from capacitive primary force transducers in a real-world robot. Results: Experimental verification of the developed solutions 
implied simulation of a step of the pedipulator of an anthropomorphic robot with the calculation of the coordinates of the center of 
pressure exerted on the foot with the four installed capacitive sensors. Software filtering and measuring capabilities of the microcontroller 
made it possible to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 62.24 dB, which allows a closed-loop control system to function 
correctly. The average time for calculating the coordinates of the center of pressure on the foot with software filtering of the signal on the 
on-board computer of the robot was from 3.1 to 6.1 ms and meets the requirements for the sensory system of a walking robot. Practical 
relevance: The interface circuit allows to scale the number of connected primary force transducers, while software processing allows to 
normalize transducer signals by applying the calculated correction factors. Proposed solutions can be used in different robotic systems 
for real-time force measurement.
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Introduction

The implementation of sensor systems of 
force-moment sensing into robotic systems makes 
it possible to improve their interaction with the 
environment and humans, which is currently an 
urgent scientific task. Anthropomorphic robots are 
one of the rapidly developing areas in robotics that 
require force-moment sensing. Implementation of 
gait and balance are actual basic tasks of anthro-
pomorphic robotics. Stable gait of walking robots 
with constantly maintained balance on uneven 
surfaces requires information about the position of 
the zero moment point (ZMP) [1], as well as infor-
mation about the distribution of pressure over the 
supporting surface of the robot foot. The robot’s 
control system receives this information from the 
sensor system, which consists of sensors, inter-
face circuits and computing devices. The quality 
of maintaining the balance and gait of the robot 
depends on the accuracy and processing speed of 
the sensor system. Its performance largely depends 
on the used communication interfaces, computing 
devices and software. The accuracy of the received 
data is influenced by the parameters of sensitivity, 
static and cyclic drift of the sensors, and the quali-
ty of the interface circuit.

Force-torque sensors for controlling the gait of 
robots can be placed in the intermediate joints of 
the robot foot [2, 3], as well as on the surface of the 

foot, which is in direct contact with the supporting 
surface [4, 5].

The first method of installing sensors is used in 
[2], where six-axis force sensors were used to control 
the gait of the anthropomorphic robot. For high-lev-
el operations on board the robot, an on-board com-
puter is used. The functions of the lower-level con-
trol systems are performed by Infineon C167-CS mi-
crocontrollers. Controllers and on-board computer 
communicate via CAN bus. A similar method of in-
stalling force sensors was used in the feet of the an-
thropomorphic robot BHR-2 [3]. To process signals 
from the pedipulator sensors, a signal processor 
(DSP) is used, one of the ADC inputs of which re-
ceives a signal from a force sensor. CAN bus is used 
for communication between control devices. In fur-
ther developments [6], the same method of install-
ing force-torque sensors in the feet of the BHR-5 
robot was chosen. Similar to the BHR-2 robot, the 
interface circuit of the sensor is installed in each 
foot of the pedipulators. RS422 is selected as the 
communication inter-face between the measuring 
circuit and the sensors, the PCI interface is used to 
exchange data with a PC running RTLinux. As the 
authors note, the modules of the developed system 
communicate in real time with a period of 2 ms.

In the pedipulators of the anthropomorphic 
LOLA robot, a cruciform six-axis force-torque 
sensor is installed between the foot and ankle [7]. 
Each beam of the cross contains one strain gauge 
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sensor. The lower-level controllers are responsible 
for data processing. They are represented by signal 
processors that transmit the processed data to the 
upper-level controller under the control of the QNX 
system. The controllers exchange data via a commu-
nication system Sercos-III based on Ethernet.

In the ankle joints of the pedipulators of robots 
KHR-2 [8] and KHR-3 [9] force-torque sensors are 
used to determine ZMP while the anthropomorphic 
robot is walking. The frequency of sending data 
from the sensors is 10 ms, the control cycle of the 
servo drives is 1 ms. An on-board computer running 
Windows XP with RTX (Real Time eXtension) gen-
erates control signals with a period of 10 ms.

The second method of placing the sensors is 
structurally simpler, since it does not require the 
installation of an intermediate link in the pedipu-
lator and makes it possible to determine the distri-
bution of contact forces along the foot of the robot. 
For walking robot sensing [4], the resistors located 
at the corners of the foot of a rectangular shape 
are used. The resistance of these sensors changes 
depending on the magnitude of the applied exter-
nal force. On the foot of each pedipulator there are 
4 such sensors, the signals of which are read by 
the ADC of the ATMEGA 128 microcontroller. The 
controller also calculates the ZMP of the foot, after 
which it transmits the data to the remote computer 
using the RS-485 interface. To filter the signals 
from the sensors, a third-order Chebyshev low-pass 
filter is used. Similarly, force sensors installed in 
the feet of the robot are used in [5, 10]. The signals 
from the sensors are converted using an ADC with 
a 10 ms sampling time. Measurements are per-
formed in real time on a PC running the RTLinux 
operating system. As a force sensor for determin-
ing ZMP in [11] a piezoresistive strain gauge is 
used. As in the works mentioned above, the four 
sensors are installed on each foot of the robot at 
its corners.

To calculate the ZMP, a combination of several 
methods of measuring the forces applied to the ro-
bot pedipulator is possible. Thus in [12], the authors 
combine sensors installed on the surface of the foot 
and in the ankle of the robot. As well, in [13], the au-
thors propose a combination of fluid pressure sen-
sors in the drives and force sensors installed at the 
corners of the robot’s foot.

In contrast to the works discussed above, the ma-
trix sensor [14] covers the entire foot surface of the 
H7 anthropomorphic robot pedipulators. The signal 
from the matrix sensor is measured with a period 
of 1 ms; an operational amplifier with an ADC is 
used as an interface circuit. The digitized data is 
transferred via the USB interface to a PC running 
RTLinux. A matrix of tensoresistive sensors with a 
dimension of 8  10 cells, covering the entire surface 
of the foot, is also used in [15].

Based on the analysis performed, as well as the 
data presented in the works [16–18], the time for ob-
taining data from the sensors and calculating the 
center of applied pressure area to the foot should be 
in the range of up to 10 ms for the robot’s control 
system to respond sufficiently and to create a stable 
gait.

Installing force sensors directly on the foot sur-
face, which contacts with the ground makes it pos-
sible to obtain information about the distribution of 
forces within the support area of the robot’s feet and 
information about the properties of the supporting 
surface. Such primary force transducers are thin, 
so they do not affect robot’s gait. This solution is 
easily scalable and can be effectively used in walk-
ing robots of medium and small size. The analysis 
of solutions described above showed that most of 
them are based on tensoresistive sensors with a film 
structure. The disadvantages of film strain gauges 
are high static and cyclic drift and a relatively short 
service life. In [19], we proposed a structure of sen-
sor based on the capacitive principle, which do not 
have such disadvantages. In this work, we contin-
ue our research towards the use of capacitive force 
sensors in the foot of the anthropomorphic robot, 
with a focus on processing sensor signals. This work 
offers a comprehensive assessment of the practical 
application of the proposed sensors of our own de-
sign as part of the robotic system. The advantage of 
our work is that we do not consider individual tests 
of sensors with potential application in robotics, 
but test them on a real robot and process data from 
them for further use by the control system.

Circuit solutions of the sensors

In [19], we described in detail the structure of 
a capacitive primary transducer of pressure force 
and proposed some design ratios and an interface 
circuit for converting a signal into a dependence 
of voltage on the applied pressure force. The next 
stage of research was the development of a matrix of 
pressure force sensors based on the proposed sensor 
structure. The application of the interface scheme 
proposed in [19] for the matrix required a separate 
adjustment of each cell, which requires a significant 
amount of time. In [20], we proposed an interface 
circuit based on an operational amplifier, which re-
quires tuning one matrix cell, and for the rest, the 
same component ratings are used. The disadvantage 
of the interface scheme described in [20] was that 
after adjusting the sensor the output signal from 
the interface circuit could change in a small range. 
This feature does not allow using the entire range of 
ADC values of the microcontroller, which negatively 
affects the accuracy of force measurement. In order 
to use the full range of ADC values, we have added 
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a differential amplifier to our circuit design. A new 
schematic diagram for converting a capacitive pri-
mary force converter (CPFC) signal into a voltage is 
shown in Fig. 1.

The principle of operation of the CPFC is based 
on a change in the distance between the electrodes 
of the cell, which changes in direct proportion to the 
applied force. When an external force is applied to 
the CPFC, its capacitance changes and, accordingly, 
the reactance changes as well. Since C(P) and R1 
form a divider, changes in reactance C(P) change 
the voltage applied to the noninverting input of the 
op-amp. A noninverting amplifier is built on U1. Its 
gain is determined by the ratio of R3 and R2. The 
output signal from U1 smoothed by C1 is fed to the 
input of a differential amplifier built on U2. The 
divider R6R7 forms the dead zone U2, thereby ex-
cluding the DC component from the output signal 
of the sensor, which corresponds to the level of the 
output voltage from U1 in the absence of an exter-
nal force applied to the CPFC. Also, with the help 
of R6R7, it is possible to form a sensor dead zone at 
the beginning of the force measurement range. The 
amplification factor of the signal difference U2 is de-
termined based on the equation

  5 4/ ,k R R   (1)

where R5 = R9 and R4 = R8.
By changing the gain U2, it is possible to in-

crease the sensor’s sensitivity relative to the value 
obtained after adjusting the gain U1 and selecting 
R1. The process of setting up the interface circuit 
without a differential amplifier and the calculated 
ratios are presented in detail in [20].

During experiments, four identical sensors were 
installed on the foot of the anthropomorphic robot. 
A significant interference in their output signals 
occurred, induced by servo drives and other robot 
electronics. To filter this noise, a capacitor C2 was 
added to the feedback U2, so the operational am-
plifier began to perform the function of a low-pass 

filter with a cutoff frequency of 15 Hz. The filter 
cutoff frequency was selected based on our experi-
ments on gait simulation and the capabilities of the 
robot’s mechanical subsystem. For robots in which 
the force applied to the foot can change at a frequen-
cy of more than 15 times per second, a higher cutoff 
frequency should be selected. The block diagram of 
connecting sensors to the robot’s computing system 
is shown in Fig. 2.

The signals from the sensors are read out by 
means of a 12-bit microcontroller ADC, and then 
the received data is sent via the USB interface to 
the on-board computer of the robot for further pro-
cessing.

Software processing of the sensors signals

Experiments with the developed sensor matrix 
of a similar design described in [20] showed that the 
levels of the output signals of the cells of the sensor 
matrix differ from each other. This feature is main-
ly associated with the imperfect manufacturing of 
the sensor itself. The deformable spacer may differ 
in thickness over the area of the matrix, which leads 
to differences in the capacities of the cells. The situ-
ation is similar with individual sensors installed in 
the foot of the robot. For correct subsequent calcu-

  Fig. 1. Interface circuit of capacitive force sensors

  Fig. 2. Block diagram of the connection of force sen-
sors in the foot of the anthropomorphic robot
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lations, normalization of sensors signals on primary 
signal processing level is required. The introduction 
of normalizing coefficients allows obtaining identi-
cal data from each of the sensors. We propose to use 
the following approach for this.

Sensors may differ from each other in sensitivity 
and in the initial level of the output signal. In the gen-
eral case, the sensor output signal can be described 
by an equation of the straight form y = kx + . 
Thus, in order to bring the signals from each of the 
sensors to the same level, it is necessary to derive 
two correction factors k and . To calculate  it is 
necessary to calculate the average level for the out-
put signals Eav:
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where n is the number of force sensor cells; Ei is 
the level of the output signal from each sensor in 
absence of external load.

Next, the correction value i is calculated for the 
output signal of each cell of the matrix:

    .i av iE E    (3)

Then, with a fixed equal force applied to all sen-
sors, the proportional factor ki is calculated for each 
sensor:
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where Eav_new is determined by (2) the average value 
of the output signal from the sensors at a fixed 
applied force and Eif is the output from the sensor 
cell when an external force is applied to it.

The normalized value of the signal from each 
sensor is determined by the following expression:

   _ .i new i i iE k E   (5)

The introduction of these correction factors im-
proves quality of the high-level software signal pro-
cessing for the developed sensors.

To calculate the coordinates of the center of 
pressure (CoP) on the foot, one can use the following 
equations derived in [21]:
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where Xi is the abscissa of the point of application 
of force to each support of the foot; Fi is the force 

applied to each support of the foot, and N it is the 
number of points to which the force is applied;
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where Yi is the ordinate of the point where the force 
is applied to each support of the foot. The proposed 
equations (6), (7) make it possible to calculate CoP 
for any number of sensors installed in arbitrary 
places on the robot’s foot.

In accordance with the approach described above, 
the normalizing coefficients are calibrated accord-
ing to equations (2)–(4), which are then stored in the 
memory of the on-board computer of the anthropo-
morphic robot. After that, it is possible to further 
receive data on the force from the microcontroller, 
normalize signals from each sensor according to 
equation (5) and process the obtained values. The 
result of applying the proposed approach is the co-
ordinates of the center point of the applied pressure 
for each foot of the robot.

Experiments and results

The proposed solutions were implemented on one 
pedipulator of a small-sized anthropomorphic robot 
with a total mass about 7 kg [22, 23]. The appear-
ance of the prototype’s foots are shown in Fig. 3.

The robot’s foot has four reference points at 
each of which a sensor is installed, forming a trap-
ezoid. Like a human foot, the forefoot of the robot 
can bend up to 39.5 and it is wider than the heel. 
Fig. 4 shows the appearance of the assembled printed 
circuit board, which implements the new interface cir-
cuit proposed in this work and two CPFC. These boards 
are installed on the toe and heel of the pedipulator foot.

Software for processing data from foot sensors 
and visualization CoP were developed. Fig. 5 shows 
frames from the video [24], which demonstrates the 
movement of the pedipulator’s foot from the state 
of full support on the surface to the state of sup-
port on the toe, as a result of which CoP also moves. 
In Fig. 5, CoP is shown with a red dot. Video [25] 
also demonstrates the CoP displacement to one of 
the four foot supports when force is applied to each 
sensor cell separately.

In the experiments, the median filter was used 
due to its computational simplicity and speed of op-
eration [26], as well as the measurement capabilities 
of the ADC of the STM32F103C8T6 microcontroller.

The data for evaluating the noise were obtained as a 
result of measuring the signals from the sensors in the 
absence of external force and servo drives in the pedip-
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ulator operating in mode of holding the moment. Three 
options for processing signals from sensors were consid-
ered: case A is measurements with a combination of in-
creased ADC sampling time and median filter, case B is 
the measurements with increased sampling time (ADC 
parameter cycles is 7.5), case C is the measurements 
without filtering (cycles is 1.5). After the experiments, 
more than 100,000 values were obtained for each sen-
sor in the foot. For each case under consideration, the 
standard deviations (STD) and average (AVG) values in 
the ADC values were calculated (Table).

It follows from Table that the filtering allows to re-
duce the level of noise in the output signals from the 
sensors. The use of a median filter with an increased 
sampling time of the ADC made it possible to reduce 
the noise level by an average of  5.33 times, while the 
maximum difference in the signals from the sensors 
was  33 %, and for the case without filtration  53 %.

The following series of experiments were carried 
out to evaluate the cumulative performance of the 
interface circuit computing system and the CPFC. 
For robotic control systems, an important parameter 

affecting the quality of work is time of receiving and 
processing data from the sensor system. The param-
eter of the total time for receiving and processing da-
ta is made up of the following time intervals:

 
    ,s reaction M transfer processingt t t t t   (8)

where treaction is the sensor response time and delay 
time from the operational amplifier; tM is the cycle 
time of the microcontroller; ttransfer is the time of 
data transfer over the communication interface, and 
tprocessing is time of data processing: normalization and 
calculation of the coordinates of the center of pressure.

Simulation of 10 steps of the pedipulator was 
performed with the force of foot pressure on the 
surface of 35 N. The process of simulation a step is 
shown in Fig. 6 [27].

In these experiments the total run time of each 
cycle of the microcontroller was measured using the 
built-in Data Watchpoint and Trace unit (DWT). 
The average cycle time of the microcontroller was 
tM = 0.105 ms. It is worth noting that increasing the 
ADC sampling time does not significantly affect the 
overall cycle time of the microcontroller. According 
to the formula given in the documentation [28], 
measurement time increases from  1.167 s to 
 1.429 s, with cycles equal 1.5 and 7.5 respectively.

Time of data transfer from the microcontroller 
ttransfer was obtained by measuring the time for per-
forming the request-response operation on the on-
board computer. The on-board computer sends a 
request to the microcontroller to receive a message 
with data on the force applied to each sensor. After 
receiving a response, the on-board computer records 
the time. Thus, ttransfer is assumed to be equal to 
half of the time required for the request-response 
operation, and ranges approximately from 2 to 5 ms. 
Experiments with determining the point of the 
center of pressure of the foot showed that the use 

  Fig. 3. The feet of the anthropomorphic robot

  Fig. 4. Sensors used in the foot of the anthropomor-
phic robot
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of the median filter had little effect on the signal 
processing time on the on-board computer. Using 
Python software, average time tprocessing for each 
case was  1 ms. Average time of calculating the 
coordinates of the center of pressure point ts (8), 
considering the fact that the response time of each 
sensor is much less than the time of measurement 
by the microcontroller, as well as data transfer to 
the on-board computer and their processing, corre-
sponds to the range from 3.1 to 6.1 ms. According 
to the results of the above analysis, the value of the 
CoP calculation time interval obtained using the 
sensors we proposed meets the requirements for the 
sensor system for the implementation of stable gait 
algorithms for anthropomorphic robots. The calcu-

lated values of the points of the center of pressure in 
the process of simulating the step of the pedipulator 
for different cases of signal filtering are shown in 
Fig. 7. The points are shown as deviations from the 
geometric center of the foot.

To determine the real CoP, 4 special platforms 
with tensoresistive sensors were installed in the ex-
perimental stand, on which the pedipulator stepped 
in the process of simulating a step (see Fig. 6). The 
measured forces in accordance with (6) and (7) were 
used to calculate the actual CoP value and are de-
picted by the symbol “” in Fig. 7. As can be seen 
from the graph, the using of the median filter and 
the increased sampling time of the ADC allowed us 
to obtain CoP values closer to real ones. In this case, 

  Fig. 5. Visualization of CoP at the different foot positions

  Deviations of the sensor signals and the signal to noise ratio

Parameter Case Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 AVG

STD (ADC values)

A 2 2 3 2 2.25

B 6 11 8 8 8.25

C 11 19 9 9 12

Signal to noise 
ratio, dB

A 63.74 63.48 59.09 62.66 62.24

B 57.41 48.49 52.21 53.43 52.89

C 47.46 42.79 49.37 49.20 47.21
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on average, a deviation of  0.016 mm was obtained 
for the coordinates along the X-axis and 0.086 mm 
for the coordinates along the Y-axis.

The largest deviation between the points of 
the center of the applied pressure to the foot cor-
responds to  6.3 mm along the Y-axis, while the 
deviation was  4.5 % of the foot length. The scatter 
of points is affected by the inaccuracy of the posi-
tioning of the links and their non-rigidity, as well 
as backlash in the joints, which is confirmed by the 
graph of the simulation of steps in Fig. 8.

The graph in Fig. 8 corresponds to the signal 
from one of the sensors on the toe of the foot after 
using the median filter and the increased sampling 

time of the ADC. It can be seen, that the force ap-
plied to the sensor during the simulation of step was 
uneven, which confirms the above assumptions.

Conclusions

The paper presents the implementation of self-de-
veloped capacitive force sensors into the feet of a 
small-sized anthropomorphic robot. The offered force 
sensors are installed on the surface of the foot and al-
low calculating the center of applied pressure to the 
foot. The received data from the sensors can be used 
to calculate the ZMP [29]. An approach for primary 

  Fig. 6. The one step of the pedipulator

m
m  n,oitaived toof esi

whtgneL

  Fig. 7. Average values of the center of pressure on the 
robot foot at 10 steps

  Fig. 8. The change in force from one of the sensors 
when using a median filter and an increased ADC sam-
pling time
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software signal processing has been developed, which 
allows reducing the difference in the characteristics of 
the sensors, occurring due to imperfections of CPFC 
manufacturing. The presented interface circuit with a 
differential amplifier allows one to use the entire ADC 
range and to increase the CPFC sensitivity.

During the experiments, the noise characteris-
tics of the sensory system of the foot were consid-
ered when implementing various methods of filter-
ing signals. The increase of sampling time of the 
ADC of the microcontroller in combination with the 
median filter allows obtaining an average signal-to-
noise ratio of  62.24 dB without significant delays 
in signal processing.

The fundamental parameter for the correct op-
eration of the system when the robot maintains bal-
ance or the implementation of a stable gait is the du-

ration of the control cycle. This parameter is highly 
dependent on the speed of the sensor system. The 
average time for obtaining the coordinates of the 
center of pressure is in the range from 3.1 to 6.1 ms, 
which meets the requirements for cycle time of gait 
control systems for walking robots. The computa-
tion time can be reduced by using faster program-
ming languages in the high-level part. In addition, 
real-time systems like QNX can achieve 2 ms USB 
transfer times without unpredictable delays.

The results obtained in the article show that the 
proposed solution can be applied in walking robots, 
including anthropomorphic ones for the implemen-
tation of stable gait algorithms. Besides the using of 
developed solutions can have significant influence 
on development of cyber-physical systems and col-
laborative robotics [30].
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Обработка сигналов емкостных датчиков силы, установленных в стопу антропоморфного робота
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Введение: основанное на компактных емкостных датчиках силы силомоментное очувствление функциональных поверхностей 
роботов позволяет существенно улучшить их взаимодействие с окружающей средой и людьми. Емкостные датчики силы обеспечива-
ют высокую точность и скорость измерений, но электромагнитные помехи могут оказывать существенное влияние на их выходной 
сигнал. При последующей обработке сигналов должно учитываться влияние внешних помех, что увеличивает время вычислений. 
Цель: применить разработанную интерфейсную схему для обработки сигналов от емкостных первичных преобразователей силы в 
реальном роботе. Результаты: экспериментальная проверка разработанных решений заключалась в моделировании шага педипуля-
тора антропоморфного робота с расчетом координат центральной точки давления на стопу с установленными четырьмя емкостными 
датчиками. Программная фильтрация и измерительные возможности микроконтроллера позволили добиться отношения сигнал/шум 
примерно 62,24 дБ, что дает возможность замкнутой системе автоматического регулирования корректно функционировать. Среднее 
время расчета координат центра давления на стопу при программной фильтрации сигнала на бортовом компьютере робота составило 
от 3,1 до 6,1 мс, что соответствует требованиям к сенсорной системе шагающего робота. Практическая значимость: интерфейсная 
схема имеет возможность масштабировать количество подключаемых первичных преобразователей силы, а программная обработка 
позволяет нормировать сигналы преобразователей путем применения рассчитанных поправочных коэффициентов. Предлагаемые 
решения могут быть использованы в различных робототехнических системах для измерения силы в режиме реального времени.

Ключевые слова — датчики силы, емкостные датчики, гуманоидные роботы, сенсорная система робота, цифровая обработка 
сигналов.
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